
Editorial,
WE wish to draw particulat attention to the series of lectures (free to Members of the
Fellowship, Ti is. per series to non-Members), on " Renal Diseases," beginning at
4 p.m. on October i8, at the Medical Society of London. The series will continue on
successive Tuesdays until December I3. Most of the medical and surgical diseases of
the kidneys will be covered, and we feel confident that the lectures will prove"rnost
instr-uctive.

Three week-end courses take place this month. The first at the Brompton
Hospital on October 8 and 9, on Diseases of the Chest, followed by Clinical Surgery at
the Royal Albert Dock Hospital on October I5 and i6, and a Maternity course at the
City of London Maternity Hospital on October 29 and 30. The last has chosen
excellent subjects for discussion and the course should prove of value to every general
practitioner.

The F.R.C.S. evening courses began on September 27, and in response to many
requests we will include in the Journal from time to time a brief summary of cases
demonstrated in the classes. This also will apply to the Membership classes beginning
on November 7.

Complaints have reached the Fellowship with referenice to a certain hospital course
held in the spring, and we would like to assure post-graduates who have been kind
enough to draw our attention to this matter, that we have taken the matter up with the
Dean of the Hospital, who has promised to lay the complaints before his Medical
Committee with a view to their being remedied.

Members will be interested to know that up to the present over 450 post-graduates
have attended various courses during this year, and nearly 5oo new Members have
enrolled. It is obvious that the larger the membership the easier it is for the Executive
Committee to arrange satisfactory work. Medical Societies in the Provinces have asked
us to organize post-graduate courses for them, and we are pleased to announce that the
response of our Members has been excellent. The first of these provincial courses took
place at Bath, on "R heumatic Disorders and Applied Hydrotherapy," on October
i and 2, and entries were received from all parts of the country. We are now eagerly
awaiting the reports of the post-graduates who attended the course.

We have felt for some time that provincial hospitals could help post-graduate
teaching considerably, and we will always be pleased to assist them to organize and
advertise their courses, subject to the conditions laid down by the Executive Committee.
We feel that not nearly enough use has been made of the excellent clinical material
available in the provinces, and we earnestly invite the provincial hospitals to place more
of their work before post-graduates.

Certain very valuable suggestions have been laid before the Executive Committee
with regard to the improvement and selection of courses, and we shall be most grateful
if readers of the Journal will assist the work of the Fellowship by making further
suggestions.
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